MLA STYLE WORKS CITED PAGE

The MLA formatting and citation style is commonly used in the humanities. The “Works Cited” page is an alphabetical list of bibliographic entries for each work you reference in your text. This list allows readers to trace your research path. As you do the groundwork for your paper, record citation information for each source that you use; never wait until the end of your writing process to “add in” citation information. This brief handout was compiled using the MLA Handbook, seventh edition. For further information, please refer to the MLA handbook or the Purdue Owl.

FORMAT

- Begin the Works Cited section on a new page; number it continuously with the body of the paper. Center the title Works Cited (no underline, no quotation marks; see below).
- Keep the one-inch page margins, double-spaced format and flush left margin of regular text.
- Entries must have a hanging indent (which means that the first line of each entry should be at the left margin and the rest of the lines should be indented half an inch).
- Alphabetize Works Cited entries by the last name of the author you cited. When there is no author, alphabetize by the title of work.
- When last names are similar, consider the full first names as well for alphabetical order.
- When there are multiple works by the same author, replace the author’s name with three hyphens (---) and list the entries of that author’s works by their titles in alphabetical order.


- If you cannot find some of this information, cite what is available to you, but work to find as much as you can. This is especially important with electronic sources like web sites.

ANATOMY OF AN MLA WORKS CITED PAGE (entry is for a book)

Author’s Last Name [comma] Author’s Other Names [period]
Italize Title of Book [period] (Capitalize first letter of key words).
Special information about edition, translation, volume, etc., about the book, if any.
Keep the same header as before and continue the page count

Works Cited


Place of Publication [colon] Name of Publisher [comma] Year of Publication [period]
Indicate where the source originates (Print or Web)

Keep the margins the same as before and double-space throughout
# REFERENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>WORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

To access additional resources, please visit the USF Writing Center website